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Remarks on the Regular Plural Formation

of English Nouns

HANS BASB0LL 

The following remarks are mainly intended as a pedagogical survey 
of an, extremely well-known phenomenon, viz. the shape of the regular 
plural ending: (s], [z] or [1z]. This has been widely discussed, in English 
grammars as well as in textbooks of linguistics, but very often only part 
of the story is told. Since the English plural formation can be used for 
illustrating several important points in general phonology, I shall here 
give a sketch of the problems in the same manner as I did in a course 
in phonology held in the spring of 1971, but here leaving out detailed 
references to the literature. 

Niels Davidsen-Nielsen has recently used the regular plural forma
tion to illustrate the usefulness of distinctive features and ordered rules, 
and he gives the following formulation which will function as my 
starting point1

: 

1. /zl ➔ (1z] l [+sibilant] # # (horses) 

2. lz/ ➔ [ s] I (-voicing] # # (cats) 

3. lz/ ➔ [z] I (dogs) 

We are not told, however, why rules 2 and 3 are not inverted as 
follows: 

2a /zl ➔ (z] I [ +voicing] # # 

3 a  /zl ➔ [ s]

In other words, why is [z] and not [s] the "normal" ("elsewhere") 
case? The answer is that in all cases where there is a phonemic distinc
tion between [ s] and [ z], viz. after the sonorants, the plural ending is 
(z] (e.g. hens, cp. hence), and only in cases where (s] is not in opposition 
to [z], viz. after the unvoiced non-sibilant obstruents, the plural ending 
is [s] (e.g. cats). According to the phonological theories of the so-called 
Prague School, the plural ending is thus either the archiphoneme /SI, 
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phonologically unspecified (neutral) as regards voicing ( e.g. in cats, dogs), 
or the fJhoneme /z/ (e.g. in hens), or /Jz/, but never the phoneme Is/. 

Since, furthermore, the plural ending is only [rz] in cases where the 
syllabic structure (the phonotactics of the language) excludes both [s] 
and [z] (e.g. horses), the following "program" correctly selects the shape 
of the plural ending: 

(1) Does the syllabic structure permit [-z]?

if YES: Select [-z] if NO: Continue to (2). 

(2) Does the syllabic structure permit [-s]?

if YES: Select [-s] if NO: Select [rz]. 

This clearly shows that [z] (and neither [s] nor [rz]) is the "normal" 
case. 

Although Davidsen-Nielsen uses the symbol /z/. as the plural suffix 
in all (regular) cases, he does not in fact show that an invariable ending 
/z/ is a possible solution. However, this is feasible with the following two 
rules instead of his three rules (in both cases, we must know in advance 
that the regular plural ending is /z/)2: 

(1) 0 ➔ [r] / [ +sibilant] + ___ [ +sibilant]#

(2) [-sonorant] ➔ [-voiced] / [-voiced] + __ #

(1) is a sort of svarabhakti-vowel insertion rule, whereas (2) is a
progressive (un)voicing assimilation rule (and thus different from other 
well-known voicing assimilation rules). When these rules are formulated, 
it becomes even clearer why the starting point must be /z/, namely 
because the ending after sibilants is always [rz], never [rs]. 

The order relationship between the two rules is what Paul Kiparsky 
has called a "bleeding order" 3, i.e. the application of rule (1) makes 
rule (2) inapplicable for some forms which would otherwise undergo 
rule (2) (e.g. the form/# bAs + z#l(busses), which satisfies the struc
tural description of rule (2), is by rule (1) changed to/# bAs + xz #/ 
which does not satisfy the structural description of rule (2) since /z/ is 
no longer adjacent to + ). Kiparsky has found that there is a universal 
tendency towards minimizing bleeding order in so far as grammars tend 
to invert rules like (1) and (2). There is, in fact, an American English dia
lect where the plural of words ending in an unvoiced sibilant is [xs] 
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instead of [rz]. This may be accounted for in a simple way by saying that the dialect in question has reordered the two rules in the way predicted by Kiparsky's hypothesis. Actually this is an argument in favour of the two above-mentioned rules. being phonological processes in English4. The rules do not only apply to the plural suffix /z/, but also, of course, to the genitive ;ingular suffix /z/ and the third person singular present tense suffix /z/. Furthermore, the arguments used in the present paper for the plural ending apply, mutatis mutandis, to the preterite ending too, which thus has the underlying form /d/ in all regular cases.As it stands, rule (2) applies to the suffix /d/ as well, and rule (I) mayeasily be changed so as to apply to the (intuitively very similar) case of the preterite ending, too (in both cases the vowel is inserted between two segments which are identical in some fundamental respect defined by 
:::;

ul

:• � [I) / [- : :!:it�:::. ] + ---[- : :!1�it�:::. J # + coronal + coronalIt should be added that the two rules are not to my knowledge contradicted by any other forms in English, i.e. it is not necessary to mark them with morphological or other "diacritic" (non-phonological) features, as "+plural" or the like. 
NOTES 1. From Engelsk fonetik, Copenhagen 1970, p. 210 (cp. pp. 28 f.). X ➔ Y / A __ B

means that the sequence AXB is turned into ("rewritten as") A YB. # is a gram
matical boundary.

2. + is a morpheme boundary, :j:j: is a word boundary, and 0 means zero. I have used
Davidsen-Nielsen's feature [ + sibilant] which is here equivalent to the feature
combination [+strident, +coronal], according to current feature theory (cp. note 5).
[- sonorant] is equivalent to "obstruent". [1] is an informal "abbreviation" for the
set of features characterizing [1].

3. See Bach and Harms (eds.), Universals in Linguistic Theory, New York 1968; pp.
196 ff.
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4. This fact was mentioned by Dr. Stephen R. Anderson at the Third Scandinavian
Summer School of Linguistics, held in Copenhagen, August 1971.

5. The definition of the features "strident" and "coronal" may be found in Davidsen
Nielsen (op. cit. p. 213), who quotes Chomsky and Halle's definitions from Sound

Pattern of English, New York 1968. The feature "instantaneous releas;" (correspond
ing to Halle's earlier feature "abrnpt offset") distinguishes between normal (re
leased) plosives ( + ), and affricates and fricatives (both -). a stands for either +

or -, but is kept constant throughout any one application of the rule. Thus if a is +,

the vowel is inserted between two [ + strid., - inst.re!., + cor.) segments, i.e. between
two sibilants, and when a is -, the two segments in question are both (-strid.,
+ inst.re!., + cor.], i.e. dental plosives.

University of Copenhagen 
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